
Security solutions just a click away at RadioShack.com.
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Swipe for video security

Security monitors

SecureGuard

9" black & white
high -resolution monitor
Compact size saves space. This monitor provides
more detail than a TV. Offers up to 1000 lines of
resolution at center. Includes flip -open cover, LED
on/off indicator, video output and solid-state circuitry.
Housed in a tough metal cabinet. BNC connectors.
UL and CSA listed. Size: 10x9x9121: 13'h lbs. (834"
viewable screen size.) 980-1397 149.99

14" color CCTV monitor
Perfect for observation systems-see it in vivid color.
Features a two -camera input loop through-lets you
connect up two cameras and VCRs to record security
violations. Provides 280 lines resolution. BNC
connectors. Includes flip -open control cover and LED
on/off indicator. UL and CSA listed. Size: 121/3x
14x 141/2". 980-1401 349.99

'/3" waterproof bullet
camera w/infrared LEDs
B&W camera with fixed -focus 3.6mm
lens is waterproof to withstand depths to

90 feet. Six IR LEDs provide a lighting source. Black
brass housing with mounting bracket, 60 -ft. cable,
12V power supply. Min. illumination: 0.5 lux. 1 'h x 2.:
Weighs 7.4 ounces. 980-1244 199.99

'h" CCD color
bullet camera

4.14104 Offers 330 -line color resolution. Internal
auto iris and 3.6mm lens. Requires only one lux of
light to give a good picture. Comes with mounting
stand and 12V power supply. 11/4x 11/4x 21/21 Weighs
10 ounces. 980-1245 249.99

12" high -resolution B&W
monitor with one-way audio
Built-in audio for easier monitoring of home or office.
Provides 1000 lines of resolution at the center. With LED
on/off indicator, flip -open cover, video output and solid-
state circuitry. Metal cabinet. BNC connectors. UL and CSA
listed. Size: 121/4x 1274x 12'4'i 21 lbs. (11'k" viewable screen
size.) 980-1398 199.99

15" high -resolution B&W monitor
Bigger screen for better identification. Monitor delivers up
to 1000 lines of resolution at center. Includes a flip -open
control cover, LED on/off indicator, video output and solid-
state circuitry. Housed in a sturdy black metal cabinet. BNC
connectors. UL and CSA listed. Size: 121/2x 1474x 1314".
Weighs 28 lbs. (13'h" viewable screen size.)
980-1399 269.99

Color and B&W mini cameras

Weatherproof 1h" CCD
B&W ball camera
Great field of view. Works in low light-
requires only 0.3 lux! Offers 400 TV
lines of resolution. With 12V power
supply, RCA outputs. 4x6'. 6 ounces.
980-1251 149.99

Bronze light fixture
conceals camera
Outdoor light fixture hides a
waterproof 1/3" CCD camera. A
12V power supply is included.
Light fixture has a motion sensor

and surface -mount electrical box. Perfect for discreet
monitoring of driveways and garage entrances. Min.
illumination: 0.5 lux. Size: 5" -diameter mounting base.
Weighs 12'h lbs. 980-1258 299.99

Monofocal lens
1/3" 16mm lens. f1.6 without iris, w
focus. 980-1403 35.!

V," 8mm lens. f1.3 without iris, wi
focus. 980-1404 59.1

Multiviewer processors

Black & white quad processor/splitter. Monitor up
four images simultaneously on a screen. Each camera inp
has a separate gain control. Select quad screen or ft
screen. Display rate is 30 fields per second. Uses a 12VD
500mA power adapter (extra.) 2 x 83/sx Th11 Weighs 1.E
lbs. 980-1268 249.9

Nine -camera multiviewer with remote contro
Features multiple selection (1, 2, 4, 8, 9), and includes I

remote control. Sleep -mode power system for economy, plt
CCD trigger for input for home security application

x 14'hx 10'h" size. Weighs 7 lbs. 980-1266 429.9

Miniature digital camera

'h" color CCD digital box camera. High-performanc
camera features line lock, a built-in electronic shutter am
auto white balance for great picture. Requires 24VAC powe
(sold separately). Lens not included (sold above). So small -
only 115x 11,x 2%11 Weighs just 8 ounces.

980-1237 329.9!

B&W mini camera
in metal housing
Ideal for outside use-resist
weather, tampering. Tough 18
gauge, stainless steel housin(

---a 1limp. protects mini camera. Wide-angli
coverage with 3.6mm include(

lens. Offers 400 lines resolution, electronic shutter
12VDC power supply, BNC female adapter. Size
23/4x 21/4x 23/8" 980-1248 199.95

e
Angle -mount color
lh" CCD camera
With audio. Housed in a tough
weather -resistant ABS plastic
housing. Includes 12V powe

supply. Size: 21/4x21/4x2lh': Weighs 10 ounces.

980-1247 329.91
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